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Figure 1: Vinci system employs Artifcial Intelligence techniques to automatically generate advertising posters based on a
product image and several taglines. This fgure demonstrates a gallery that exhibits the posters generated by the system.

ABSTRACT
Advertising posters are a commonly used form of information presentation to promote a product. Producing advertising posters often
takes much time and efort of designers when confronted with abundant choices of design elements and layouts. This paper presents
Vinci, an intelligent system that supports the automatic generation
of advertising posters. Given the user-specifed product image and
taglines, Vinci uses a deep generative model to match the product
image with a set of design elements and layouts for generating an
aesthetic poster. The system also integrates online editing-feedback

that supports users in editing the posters and updating the generated results with their design preference. Through a series of user
studies and a Turing test, we found that Vinci can generate posters
as good as human designers and that the online editing-feedback
improves the efciency in poster modifcation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Advertising posters are a form of information presentation combing
images and overlaid text [26]. It is a graphic design that is commonly
used to promote a product by demonstrating its features and communicating intended benefts to the target audience [23]. Creating
an efective poster can be difcult and time-consuming for designers when facing an overwhelming space of design choices [27, 30].
Given an image of a product and the text descriptions, designers
often need to explore a large range of design elements (e.g., background images, embellishments, text styles) to fnd matches for the
advertised product and arrange the design elements to satisfy aesthetic goals. Not to mention that designers are sometimes required
to create posters in large quantities [6]. Despite that some techniques were proposed to automatically generate graphical designs,
they mostly focus on arranging the layout of user-specifed images
and texts [25, 29, 39, 41]. The design process of advertising posters,
however, is beyond deciding the layouts and styles of predefned
design elements. Designers also need to select proper design elements in the context of a given product to enrich the content of the
poster and ensure that all the elements are good matches to each
other in terms of both semantics and styles. For example, typical
considerations from designers when creating an advertising poster
can be “which background should I use to make the product more
prominent”, and “how to coordinate embellishments to enhance the
informativeness of my design?”
Recent advances in deep learning enable Artifcial Intelligence
(AI) to assist designers in generating aesthetic and creative visual
content. For example, some deep learning models have been successfully applied to image synthesis [18, 49], style transfer [5, 40],
and assisted drawing [4, 33, 43]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no prior published study targets automatic creating visual
content for advertising posters. To automatically generate advertising posters, three challenges need to be specifcally addressed:
C1 How to formulate the human design process in a way that machine can understand. The design process of an advertising
poster is complex and abstract, including a series of design
decisions on a variety of design elements. It requires a technique that can transform this design process into a machine
learning model that captures key design steps and common
collocation of design elements.
C2 How to select design elements that match in both semantics
and visual style. When selecting design elements, a designer
need to ensure that the context of the selected elements
is in accordance with the semantic given by the product
image, and make sure the visual styles, such as colors, shapes
and sizes of the design elements are in perfect harmony.
For example, a poster promoting fruits can beneft from
embellishments such as leaves and sunshine to convey fresh
and organic impressions. Also, fruits, leaves, and sunshine
all have the design style – “natural”, thus they shall form a
harmonious combination.
C3 How to arrange design elements on the canvas. The layout of
design elements can afect how the product image is perceived [25]. An ideal layout should emphasize the product
image, and meet certain aesthetic goals (e.g., clean, nonoverlapping, symmetrical).
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To address these challenges, we introduce Vinci, an intelligent
design system for automatically generating advertising posters.
Given a product image and the text descriptions specifed by the
user, Vinci selects design elements that match the product and
arranges them on a canvas to generate an advertising poster. To
inform the process of designing an advertising poster, we frst formulate the design space of advertising posters through interviews
with graphic designers. We identify four dimensions of the design
space: object, background, embellishment, and text. Each poster in
our dataset is then transformed into a sequence of design choices
in the design space. A deep learning model based on Sequence-toSequence Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [21], is employed to learn
the patterns of design choices in the design sequences of humandesigned posters. Vinci incorporates a web-based user interface,
from which a user can easily modify a generated poster to refne
its design. The system can generalize the editing operations to all
generated posters to meet with the user’s design preference. The
direct contributions and the novel aspects of this work include:
• Algorithm. We present an intelligent framework for learning the patterns of design choices in human-designed advertising posters and generating new poster designs based on
the user-input product image and taglines. In particular, we
propose a design space to characterize the design elements in
advertising posters and introduce the design sequence to formalize the design decisions of human designers in creating
the posters.
• System. We introduce an intelligent graphic design system,
Vinci, to support the interaction process of automatic poster
generation. The system displays posters generated based on
the product image and taglines uploaded by the user and
allows the user to edit the posters by preference. Vinci is
also featured with an online-editing feedback mechanism
that can automatically make tweaks on all generated posters
according to the user’s design preferences that are refected
in the edits.
• Evaluation. We report results from three forms of user studies: (1) a user study verifying the efectiveness of diferent
components in the poster generation model, (2) a Turing
test evaluating the quality of the generated posters, and (3) a
within-subject controlled user study testing the capability of
the online-editing feedback. The results show that Vinci can
generate advertising posters as good as human designers,
and the online-editing feedback can improve the efciency
in poster editing. We also report feedback from professional
designers in an expert interview.

2

RELATED WORK

This section reviews existing studies that are relevant to our research, including (1) automatic generation of information presentations, and (2) deep learning models for generating graphic designs.

2.1

Automatic Generation of Information
Presentations

Information representations, such as graphic user interface, posters,
and magazine covers, are widely used in our daily life as an essential
medium of visual communication. To generate aesthetic graphic
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designs, designers often need to put signifcant time and efort.
Therefore, an extensive range of techniques has been proposed to
aid the design of information presentations. Many studies in this
area focused on developing optimal layout algorithms that can automatically place images and text in proper positions by following
certain aesthetic criteria [26]. One representative example is DesignScape [28], which is an interactive system for generating layout
suggestions on a set of user-input images and texts. To enhance
the interactivity of the automatic layout generation process, Todi
et al. proposed SketchPlore [38], which is a real-time layout optimizer that can automatically infer a designer’s action (e.g., place
and arrange elements on canvas) and use predictive models to suggest more feasible layouts for generating a user interface. Tabata
et al. successively proposed two works [36, 37] for automatically
creating diverse candidates of magazine layouts that retain the
original design styles given the user input texts, images and page
numbers. A more recent work proposed by Zheng et al. [47] is
capable of laying out images on a text document according to the
content of the paragraphs. While these techniques are powerful in
generating aesthetic text-image layouts, the layout rules derived
from these techniques may not be applicable to generating advertising posters. Moreover, the analytical tasks of generating poster
designs and text-image layouts are essentially diferent. In previous works of generating text-image layouts, all design materials
are provided by the user, and the machine is trained only to determine the positions of these elements. In contrast, designing an
advertising poster usually starts with very limited user-specifed
design elements (i.e., one product image and a few taglines). The
machine needs to further select design elements (e.g., backgrounds,
embellishments) that match with the product image and arrange
all elements properly on the canvas to complete the design.
Some more complicated systems were developed with the focuses
on other graphic design issues. For example, to generate the content
of the information representation, Yin et al. [42] introduced an
automatic social media snippets generation system that extracts
a major picture and textual descriptions from a media corpus to
compose a text overlaid image. Qiang et al. [29] introduced a datadriven framework for automatically generating a scientifc poster
by extracting content from a research paper. Zhao et al. [45] built
an automatic icon generation and ideation system that is capable
of creating compound icons by linking and arranging individual
icons mapped from the keywords input by the user. Besides static
graphic representation, Chi et al. [7] also explored the possibility
of generating video from web page contents. Compared with these
studies that aim at extracting or arranging critical contents from
a source, our work focuses more on the specifc design task of
generating advertising posters, which is analyzing the semantic
of the input product image to match proper design materials and
place all design elements in proper positions on canvas for forming
an aesthetic poster.
To produce a better and styled graphic design, Jahanian [16]
proposed graphic design guidelines for magazine covers and designed a framework composed of three main modules, including the
layout of cover elements, coloring, and typography of cover lines to
approach these guidelines. Yang et al. [41] designed a system that
automatically generates digital magazine covers by summarizing a
set of topic-dependent templates and introducing a computational
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framework that incorporates the key elements of layout design.
Although having a similar goal to our work, the systems above
are usually rule-based with less intelligence. Advanced machine
learning techniques are utilized to support generating information
presentations more efciently and intelligently. For example, Zheng
et al. [46] proposed a system based on a deep style-embedding
model to recommend the styled design templates for generating a
web-based graphic user interface. Lei et al. [25] introduced LayoutGAN for laying out design elements into proper positions to form
a scene. However, none of these techniques focuses on generating
advertising posters, which have entirely diferent patterns in the
choice and arrangement of design elements. Luban system1 from
Alibaba Group is most relevant to our work, which also uses deep
learning techniques for generating advertising posters. However,
there is no published research work regarding this technique. We
compare the quality of posters generated by Luban and Vinci in our
user experiment, and the result suggests that Vinci can generate
posters with higher qualities.

2.2

Deep Generative Models for Graphic Design

The recent advances in deep learning enable the application of AI
to graphic design and thus change the nature of creative processes.
Style transfer generates artistic imagery by disentangling and recombining the image content and style. Inspired by the potential
of convolutional neural network (CNN) [24], Gatys et al. [10] frst
proposed a CNN-based neural algorithm of artistic style, which is
capable of generating new images with the content of a photograph
and the style of artworks. Wang et al. [40] introduced a hierarchical
deep CNN architecture that learns artistic style cues at multiple
scales (color, texture, and brushwork) and achieves style transfer
in nearly real-time. These CNN-based techniques use images as
input and reconstruct results from pixel values. Compared to these
pixel image modeling approaches, our work models posters as a
sequence of design choices and generates higher quality results.
To better assist in generating content in graphic design, two generative models are frequently used, including Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [21] and generative adversarial network (GAN) [11].
For example, Ha and Douglas proposed Sketch-RNN [12], a Sequenceto-Sequence VAE that generates a vector representation of an image as a short sequence of strokes. As a subsequent efort, AISkecther [4] uses a CNN-based autoencoder to capture the positional information of each stroke, an infuence layer to guide the
generation of each stroke, and a conditional vector to facilitate
multi-class sketch generation, supporting generating high-quality
sketches. The work mentioned above represents sketches as a sequence of actions controlling a pen while our work models posters
as a sequence of design choices selecting and organizing visual
elements. Also, to ensure that the generated sequence of design
choices matches the product image specifed by the user, we feed
the information of the product image into the encoder.
As for GAN-based methods, Zhu et al. [49] proposed a cycleconsistent adversarial network (CycleGAN) and applied it to style
transfer, object transfguration, and season transfer. Zhu [48] introduced a GAN-based model to learn the manifold of natural images,
allowing for modifying the color and the shape of the generated
1 https://luban.aliyun.com/
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image. Jin et al. developed MakeGirlsMoe [18] that allows users
to specify the desired features of female animators such as hair
color and eye color and then create customized portraits. When
compared with GAN-based techniques, our work requires relatively small-sized training data to generate high quality advertising
posters.

3

INITIAL INTERVIEW AND SYSTEM
OVERVIEW

We aim to design Vinci as a virtual bot that can mimic the behaviors of human graphic designers to create an advertising poster.
To better understand the designers’ workfow and design thinking when creating advertising posters, we conducted an in-depth
interview with four experienced graphic designers to investigate
the general workfows of designing an advertising poster. Based on
the feedback from interviewees, we develop a web-based system
driven by a pre-trained deep generative model for automatically
generating advertising posters. In this section, we describe the interview procedure, discuss the feedback from participants, and give
an overview to the Vinci system.

3.1

Trovato and Tobin, et al.

They then selected the matching design elements by considering
the essential tone determined, the size and aspect ratio of the design
elements, and its relevancy to the product. From the above feedback,
we recognized a requirement of considering element relevancy and
semantic consistency when selecting the design elements, which
inspired our model design (later introduced in Section 5).
Design difculties. All the designers agreed that collecting design
elements is the most time-consuming and labor intensive process.
Specifcally, one designer commented that even if they had certain
ideas of what to look for, she said that “it is not easy to fnd design elements of high-quality, harmonious color and suitable aspect
ratios”. Another designer added that “It is more difcult to fnd
harmonious combination of design elements. Sometimes we need
to overturn the entire design intention when proper design elements are not to be found.” The designers also brought up another
issue that advertising posters are often required to be designed
in diferent sizes for diferent advertising scenarios. For example,
one designer explained that “outdoor posters and banners have
diferent aspect ratios, which can largely infuence the choices and
arrangements of design elements. It is tedious and time-consuming
to adjust the design elements when the size of the poster changes.”

The Interview

We conducted a two-hour interview with four graphic designers(all
females, aged 22–24). All designers had more than fve years of
graphic design experience. We asked each designer to create an advertising poster from scratch with a given product image and some
optional taglines before the interview. With a goal of understanding
the human designers’ design process and habits, we set no specifc
limitation to designers in creating the posters. During the interview,
we guided them to explain their design decisions with questions
under three topics: the general workfow of creating the poster,
how they searched and selected design element, and difculties
they have when designing an advertising poster according to their
past design experience. We summarize their feedback as follows:
Workfow of creating the poster. According to our interviewees,
there were three common steps they followed when making the
poster. Given a product image and taglines, they frst chose an essential tone of the poster that matches with the color of the product.
For example, a product with predominately bright colors shall ft
better with the bright tone than the dark one. In particular, designers mentioned that the tone of the poster is mainly determined by
the choice of background image. The second step is to search and
choose the matching embellishments to emphasize the main characteristics and selling points of the product. Finally, the designers
arrange all the design elements (i.e., background image, product
image, embellishments, taglines) on the canvas by adjusting their
sizes, positions, and styles to generate an aesthetic poster. From
the above feedback, we inferred a sequential ordering in the design
decisions of a poster, and formalized this sequential workfow into
a design sequence (later introduced in Section 4.2).
Collecting and selecting design elements. When discussing how
to collect and select design elements, designers mentioned that
they frst searched for semantically associated objects with the
product. For example, one designer used sea waves as background
to associate seafood with the ocean, while the other designer put
seafood in a dining scene to associate seafood with restaurants.

3.2

System Overview

Based on the feedback gathered from the initial interview, we develop an interactive web application (as shown in Fig. 2), Vinci ,
for automatically generating advertising posters with user-specifc
product image and taglines. The system contains two major functionality: automatic poster generation and online editing-feedback.
In the following, we frst present our design goals extracted from our
discussion with the designers. Then, we illustrate how we achieve
our design goals in the introductions of each system functionality.
Design goals. Vinci is designed based on the following goals.
First, Vinci is designed to relieve designers from the tedious routine
work, such as repeatedly choosing, comparing, and arranging the
design elements when creating a poster design from scratch (G1),
and enable Vinci to generate large quantities of posters in a short
time (G2). We also aim to boost creative inspirations with various design suggestions (G3), as designers are sometimes required
to create multiple design alternatives for diferent use cases (e.g.,
websites, indoor and outdoor) and to ensure the diversity of the
advertisements.
Automatic poster generation. After loading the system website,
the user can upload a image of the promoted product(Fig. 2(a)),
and enter the product taglines, promotion and product descriptions(Fig. 2(b)). We tended not to incorporate other users’ specifcations, such as the choice of design elements and layout templates,
but leave these tedious work to the automatic generation model,
so as to save the designer’s efort on iterating the design elements
and enable efcient poster generation (G1, G2). After clicking the
“Generate” button, the design materials are sent to a pre-trained
deep generative model for automatic poster generation. Fig. 3 gives
an overview of the model architecture, which will be detailed in
Section 4 and Section 5. It consists of four major modules: a preprocessing module, a generator, a reconstructor, and an estimator.
The preprocessing module extracts reusable design elements from a
collection of human-designed advertising posters, and abstracts the
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Figure 2: The online user interface of Vinci system consists of (a) an image input box for users to upload a product image; (b)
the input box for text descriptions; (c) the list of generated posters; and (d) the edit panel, in which a selected poster can be
further modifed based on user’s preference.

Figure 3: An overview of the running pipeline and the architecture of Vinci system.

design of each poster in a sequence of design choices (i.e., design
sequence) to generate training data of the generator. The generator is the deep generative model that is trained to produce design
sequences, and the reconstructor decodes each generated design
sequence into a series of design elements in the material library and
adjust their positions to form an advertising poster. The estimator is
trained to rate the quality of the posters generated from the reconstructor. To inspire designers with various design options (G3), we
preserve not only the poster with the highest quality, but outputs
a list of high-quality ones to the user in a ranked list (Fig. 2(c)).
Beyond the automated generation process,Vinci also provides free
space for users to add their design specifcations. The user can select
one poster and make changes through the editing panel (Fig. 2(d))
and download the poster by clicking the “download” button.

Online editing-feedback. In addition to enabling users to make
tweaks on a focal poster, Vinci is also designed to capture the intention of each modifcation (e.g., the change of an embellishment’s
size or position) and quickly broadcast the modifcations to the rest
of the generated posters. This function aims to help users modify
the generated posters in batches, which is inspired by the second
design difculty – designers often need to change the sizes of the
posters in their work. Specifcally, when the user clicks “update”,
the system searches design elements similar to the modifed ones
in the rest of the posters and apply the corresponding modifcations to them. The similarity is determined based on image features
extracted based on a VGG-16 [31] pre-trained on the ImageNet [8]
and the embellishment’s original position in the poster. We evaluate
online editing-feedback with a within-subject controlled user study
in the usage scenario of resizing posters, so as to see whether this
function can improve users’ editing efciency. The details of the
study is introduced in Section 6.4.

4

PREPROCESSING

The preprocessing module parses human-designed posters stored
in a layered format (i.e., the PSD format used in Adobe Photoshop)
to extract and cluster reusable design elements (Fig. 3(1,2)). It then
transforms the design of each poster into a design sequence that is
composed of design elements in the order of background, embellishments, the object image, and text descriptions to train the generator
(Fig. 3(3)). In this section, we frst introduce a design space of the
design elements in advertising posters, followed by the process of
converting poster designs into design sequences.
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4.2

Figure 4: An advertising poster is composed of layers of
design elements, including background, embellishment, object, and text.

4.1

Design Space

As suggested by the designers in our initial interview, the workfow
of creating an advertising poster generally involves collecting and
selecting design elements of four basic categories: the object image, the background, the embellishments, and the text descriptions.
Therefore, we formalize the design space of an advertising poster
into the following four dimensions:
D1 Background. The background of a poster determines the
primary color and is usually laid at the bottom. It can be
flled with a solid color or an image with a certain texture
that is in accord with the context of the product.
D2 Embellishment. The embellishments, such as photos of
product-related items, symbols, and borders, serve as complements to the product image. They are often used to enrich the content of the poster and bring out the distinctive
features of the product. A poster can have multiple embellishments, and each embellishment is stored in an individual
layer of a poster.
D3 Object. The object refers to the product to be promoted,
which is usually presented via a photo or an illustration
in a poster. The overall design style of a poster and the
choice of embellishment can be largely infuenced by the
category (e.g., food & drink, beauty & cleansing, electronics)
and the appearance of the product. For example, food &
drink advertisements tend to use “appetizing” colors [19]
and avoid colors such as blue, black and purple.
D4 Text. Adding text descriptions to the poster provides more
information of the object such as the brand of the product,
special promotions, and the contact information of the seller.
The style (e.g., font, size, color) of texts usually hinges on
the importance of the information.
Preprocessing training posters. As stated in Section 3.2, the generator of Vinci is trained to learn design patterns of human designers
from a collection of human-designed advertising posters. For ease
of identifying design elements, the collected advertising posters
shall be stored in PSD format where design elements are clearly separated into diferent layers, and each graphical element is labeled as
either background, embellishment, or product image. Each poster
should also be labeled with a product category (e.g., electronics,
groceries, etc.). Given that the design styles of advertising posters
under diferent product categories may difer greatly, the model
shall be trained with only one category of advertising posters at a
time to ensure the homogeneity of the training data.

Design Sequence

To train a model that can automatically design advertising posters,
we frst abstract the design of human-created posters into a data
format that is understandable to the machine. To this end, we leverage the structure of layers that formalize the design of posters (as
shown in Fig. 4) and transform each preprocessed poster into a
sequence of design elements derived from our design space. For
example, the poster in Fig. 4 can be converted into a sequence of
a yellow background, a tomato embellishment, a photo of the promoted product (i.e., a pizza), and text descriptions, from the bottom
to the top. The order of elements is also matched with the design
workfow mentioned in the initial interview. In this way, the design
of an advertising poster can be formalized as a series of design
elements arranged for the given product image.
However, this formalization can lead to high sparsity in data.
Suppose that we have a library of 100 reusable design elements
and 100 posters, then each poster can be converted to a unique
design sequence that lies in a 100 × 100 × 4 space. This cannot be
easy for the model to extract common patterns of design elements.
Not to mention that we also need to consider their positions in
continuous space. To build design sequences that are more representative, we attempted to reduce the design space by categorizing
design elements in each dimension. Specifcally, we categorized
the backgrounds and embellishments by extracting their visual features (e.g., color, shape, position, texture) using a VGG-16 network
pre-trained on the ImageNet. This results in a group of clusters
background clusters and embellishment clusters, each containing
similar design elements. We also defned several layout templates
for framing the layout of the product image and taglines by clustering the positions, size, and compositions of the product image
and texts in the sample posters. In this way, the templates record
the frequently used layout confgurations and reduce the design
choices in the layout dimensions. The layout of other design elements (backgrounds and embellishments) is not included in the
template to allow for more diverse layouts of the entire poster.
After clustering the design elements and the layout for the product and taglines, a poster can be represented as a sequence of design
choices on clusters in the background, and embellishment. Formally,
given a poster of product image Pi , its corresponding design sequence is denoted as Si = {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , sm }. In the sequence, each
design step s j = [c j , x j , y j ] is a feature vector that captures a design choice on a specifc dimension to generate a poster. Here,
c j ∈ {0, 1} M is a one-hot vector that indicates the selection of element clusters. For example, c jk = 1 indicates that a design element
in the k-th cluster is used at the j-th design step. Generalizing specifc design elements to element clusters also prevent the model
from learning the exact element combinations that exist in the
original posters, so that the diversity of the generated designs can
be guaranteed. The 2D-coordinates [x j , y j ] of this element in the
poster are also recorded. Considering that each poster includes
one background that flls the entire canvas, together with one or
multiple embellishments to match with the product image, we set
the frst step in the sequence s 1 to represent the design decision on
the background dimension and the following steps in the sequence
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{s 2 , · · · , sm−1 } to represent the choices on the embellishment dimension. The design sequence ends with sm that denotes the layout
for text and object determined by the choice of layout template.

5

POSTER GENERATION

In this section, we introduce the model for generating advertising
posters given a product image and the corresponding taglines. The
model consists of three modules: (1) a generator trained to generate
design sequences of the posters; (2) a reconstructor designed to select
design elements based on the design sequences and arrange the
positions of design elements to produce a poster; (3) a pre-trained
estimator designed to rate the quality of the generated posters.

A latent vector z ∈ R K is randomly sampled from the above
distribution according to Eq. (3), which is later used in the decoder
to construct the design sequence. The random sampling ensures
that the decoded design sequence is non-deterministic (i.e., the
model generates a new sequence instead of merely restoring the
training design sequences).
z = µ z + σz · ϵ

where ϵ ∼ N (0, 1)

VAE Decoder. In the decoder, we use an RNN together with a
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [2] to predict the next design step
si = [c i , x i , yi ] in a design sequence S based on the previous design
steps sp = {s 0 , · · · , si−1 } and the latent vector z. Initially, s 0 is set to
be the feature vector of the input product image, which is calculated
with image hashing using pre-trained VGG-16 network. Here, the
RNN is used to restore the sequential information of the design
steps from z, and the GMM is used to construct the distribution
of the design steps based on a set of n normal distributions with
diferent weights for predicting the next design step. This procedure
starts with the following decoding process:
hd = decoder (sp , z)

Figure 5: The generator of the Vinci system is a sequence-tosequence Variational Autoencoder (VAE).

(3)

(4)

where hd is the output hidden state of each RNN unit that captures
the latent design information stored in the design elements of the
previous design sequence. It is further transformed into Y through
a fully connected layer to restore the parameters of a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM). Formally, Y is calculated as follows:
Y = Wy · hd + by

(5)

and it can be further decomposed in the form of

5.1

Generator

As shown in Fig. 5, the Generator is a sequence-to-sequence Variational Autoencoder (VAE) [3, 21], consisting of an encoder and
a decoder that are based on Long Short-Term Memory recurrent
neural network (LSTM-RNN) [14, 15]. The generator extracts the
product image P and their corresponding design sequences S from
each processed human-designed posters and feeds them to the
encoder in batches for training the model. The encoder extracts
a high-level latent vector z for representing the features of the
training data. Based on the abstract information captured by the
distribution of z and a user-specifed product image P, the decoder
generates a design sequence that constructs the design of the poster
for the user-specifc product image.
VAE Encoder. The encoder of the model is trained to capture the
sequential distribution of design steps in the design sequences. In
particular, a hidden vector he is trained to parameterize a multinomial distribution through the RNN:
he = encoder (P, S)

(1)

where P is a collection of product images and S are their corresponding poster design sequences extracted from the training data.
Here, he is the hidden state of the RNN, which is used to calculate
the mean (µ z ∈ R K ) and the standard deviation (σz ∈ R K ) of the
multinomial distribution as follows:
Wσ · he + bσ
µ z = Wµ · he + b µ , σz = Exp(
)
(2)
2

Y = [c, (ω1 , q 1 ), · · · , (ωk , qk )]
where c is a vector with each feld in the vector indicates the probability that a certain cluster of design elements is chosen. (ωi , qi )
represents the i-th normal distribution where the coordinates of
the next design element can be drawn from. In particular, ωi and
qi = [µ x i , µyi , σx i , σyi ] are the weight and the parameters of the
i-th normal distribution respectively. They are the learned parameters that control the distribution of the x and y coordinates of the
next design element.
Loss Function. The VAE is trained with a goal of minimizing the
following loss:
Loss = lr + w kl · max(lkl , ξ )

(6)

where lr is the reconstruction loss that measures the diferences
between the training samples and the generated design sequences.
lkl is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence loss [22] that estimates
the divergence between the distribution of the latent vector z and
the distribution of a multinomial distribution N (0, I ). The KL divergence ensures the estimated distribution of z follows a multinomial
distribution that can be estimated by a mean µ z and a standard
deviation σz . ξ is the lower bound of lkl that ensures the optimizer
can turn to minimize lr when lkl reaches the minimum. w kl is used
to balance between lr and lkl , which is gradually increased during
the training process to prioritize the minimization of lr so as to
guarantee the quality of the generated design sequences.
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Specifcally, lr and lkl are defned as follows:
Ín ÍM
′
i=1 j=1 c i j loд(c i j )
(7)
lc = −
n
Ín
Ík
i=1 loд( j=1 ω j N (x i , yi |µ x j , µy j , σx j , σy j ))
lp = −
(8)
n
(9)
l r = lc + w p · lp
ÍK
2
(1 + loд(σzi ) − µ zi − σzi )
lkl = − i =1
(10)
K
where n is the length of the design sequence. lc is the cross entropy that estimates the diference between c i′ , the probabilities of
selecting design elements from the each cluster in the i-th step of
the design sequence, and c i , the one-hot vector representing the
cluster of the i-th design element in the training data. lp estimates
the likelihood of the position of each design element in the training
sample under a GMM parameterized by (ω, µ x j , µy j , σx j , σy j ).
In our implementation, the LSTM-RNNs in both the decoder
and the encoder consist of 512 units. The dimension of the latent
vector z (i.e., K) is set to 16, and the total number of the normal
distributions in each GMM (i.e., k) is set to 10. In addition, we set
ξ = 0.10 and both the upper bound of wp and w kl as 1.00. The
model is optimized with Adam optimizer [20], where the gradient
clipping value is set to 1.0 to avoid the exploding gradient. The
batch size of the input data for each training step is set to 20.

Figure 6: The generation of a design sequence is to use previous design steps to predict the next design step.
Design Sequence Generation. Once trained, the decoder can be
used to generate new design sequences in real-time based on a
sampled latent vector z and a product image uploaded by the user
(as shown in Fig. 6). The generated sequence is initialized with
the input product image, and the decoder iteratively predicts the
next design steps based on all the previous steps. This process ends
when the generated step indicates a cluster of layout templates for
texts, given that texts are often arranged at the topmost graphic
layer of the poster and the last step of the training design sequences.
As a result, each generated sequence can be restored as a series of
design choices on the clusters of design elements and their corresponding coordinates on the poster, which will be later used in the
reconstructor to generate the poster.

5.2
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derived from the design sequence; and (c) refning the layouts and
styles of design elements to fnalize the generated poster.
Design Element Selection. To convert a design sequence into a
poster, specifc design elements need to be selected from the clusters in the design sequence. In order to fnd the best combination
of design elements, the reconstructor frst enumerates all possible
element combinations by selecting one design element in each of
the clusters in the design sequence at a time. Then, the reconstructor
then calculates the similarity of design elements that are combined
together by their visual features learned from the VGG-16 network,
and removes element combinations with low visual similarity, so
as to ensure consistency in design styles.
Layout. Layout is a process of arranging visual elements and
taglines at proper positions on the canvas. In particular, for each
design sequence, we frst roughly arrange user inputs (i.e., the product image and taglines) on the canvas based on the last element
of the sequence (i.e., the layout template). The size of the product
image and the style of texts are also adjusted accordingly. Then, we
add the embellishments to the canvas by iterating all previous design elements in the sequence and place them at the corresponding
coordinates that are estimated by the generator.
Refnement. After arranging all design elements on the canvas,
we further refne the generated poster by making minor adjustments to the position of embellishments and the color of texts. In
particular, some embellishments are originally placed in the corner
or the edge of the poster, which are partially clipped and are not
aesthetically pleasing to be placed in the middle. To address this
issue, we labeled each embellishment that is clipped with a position
tag, such as “corner” and “edge”, when collecting design elements
in the preprocessing module, and tweak their positions to ft with
the nearest corner or edge accordingly. We also adjust the color of
the taglines based on the perceptive luminance value [1] of their
background colors. Specifcally, this value indicates the brightness
of the background, and the text color is chosen oppositely by a
proper contrast ratio to ensure the readability of the taglines.

5.3

Estimator

The generator of Vinci can quickly create dozens of posters in a
few seconds following the process mentioned earlier. Intending to
deliver only the best quality posters to the user, we further incorporate Vinci with an estimator that is responsible for evaluating

Reconstructor

The reconstructor is responsible for transforming a generated design
sequence into a fnal advertising poster following three steps (Fig. 7):
(a) selecting specifc design elements from each cluster in the design
sequence; (b) arranging the design elements using their coordinates

Figure 7: Vinci reconstructs a poster based on the generated
design sequence and user input via three major steps: (a) design element selection, (b) layout, and (c) refnement.
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conducting the experiments. Then, we introduce the study designs,
report study results, and discuss subjective feedback from study
participants regarding each of the experiments mentioned above.

6.1

Figure 8: The accuracy of the estimator on the training set
and the testing set.
and ranking the quality of the generated posters. The estimator is
designed as a classifer that takes the image of the generated poster
as input and classifes the image into one of the fve categories
that respectively indicates image quality from 5 (the best) to 1 (the
worst). We implement the estimator with the pre-trained VGG-16
network for extracting the feature of the input image, and two
additional fully connected layers for categorizing the posters.
To generate the training samples, we manually labeled 3227
posters that are automatically generated from Vinci . The labeling
process was guided by consistent criteria made by a group of 4
professional designers based on common aesthetic standards in
designing advertising posters. Concretely, the total score of each
poster is 5 points, and we deduct points if the poster contains (1)
mismatched elements (-1 point), (2) element overlaps (-1 point), (3)
other inaesthetic layouts besides overlaps (-1 point), or (4) irrational
style settings (e.g., size of embellishments, color of texts) (-1 point).
Note that we deduct one point for each design issue regardless of
how many times the issue occurs. For example, both the posters with
one-element overlap and two-element overlaps will be deducted
with one point. The fnal score is used to label the poster. We
balanced the classes by preserving approximately 645 posters in
each category. The estimator is trained using 5-fold cross-validation,
and the performance of the trained estimator on the testing set is
shown in Fig. 8. In particular, the top-1,2,3 accuracy are above 52%,
75% and 93% respectively. We also test the consistency between
ratings from the estimator and human aesthetics via a user study,
which is later discussed in Section 6.2. The trained estimator is
directly incorporated into the pipeline introduced in Section 3 for
fltering the model output and delivering the best quality posters
to the user.

6

EVALUATION

We evaluated the capability of Vinci in automatically generating
aesthetic advertising posters from three aspects. First, we made a
user survey to examine the efectiveness of two key components
in the poster generation model – the estimator and the VAE-based
generator. Second, we evaluated Vinci ’s functionality – poster
generation and online-editing feedback– through two individual
user studies: a Turing test that assessed the quality of the generated
posters, and a controlled user study that shows the beneft of the
online-editing feedback in accelerating poster modifcation. Last,
we conducted an in-depth interview with two professional graphic
designers discussing the usability of Vinci . In this section, we frst
introduce the data preparation process for training the model before

Data Preparation

Prior to the experiments, we assembled a group of three graduate
students from design school to generate a dataset of 173 advertising
posters about Chinese seafood and soft drinks for training the
model. All designers have 5–6 years of graphic design experience.
The designers were allowed to either create the posters from scratch
or collect the posters that they deem well-designed from online
resources. Each designer was asked to create 20 - 30 advertising
posters for each of the two product types. We set no constraints on
the choice of product images, background, and embellishments. All
posters in the training dataset are stored in the PSD format, with
each design element separated and labeled.
We established two libraries to store reusable design elements for
each product category, respectively. In particular, we extracted 26
backgrounds and 270 embellishments for Chinese seafood, which
are further clustered into 3 and 42 element clusters, respectively.
For the soft drinks, we extracted 6 clusters of 33 backgrounds and
44 clusters of 220 embellishments. We also clustered the position of
product image and taglines in all posters and summarized a representative template for each of the four layout clusters by averaging
the positions. Each template is integrated with ten copyrighted text
styles that are identifed from the posters for selection.
To ensure the performance of the deep generative model and
avoid overftting [35], we expand the sample set by exchanging
similar product images under the same category in the posters. This
gives us a set of synthetic posters that are similar to the original
posters but are diferent. We asked two designers, listed as coauthors
of this paper, to go through each synthetic posters and remove those
with signifcant element overlaps and irrational element matchings.
As a result, we obtained 2004 samples for generating the training
data. For each sample, we extracted a design sequence following the
method introduced in Section 4.2, and utilized all design sequences
for training the generator for automatic poster generation.

6.2

Experiment 1: Performance of Model
Components

We examined the performance of two model components – the
estimator and the VAE-based generate – through a user study with
two types of comparison tasks. Given that the data for training
the estimator was labeled under the guidance from a small group
of designers, it is unclear whether the taste of the estimator is
aesthetically in accord with a broader range of users. Therefore, in
the frst type of comparison task, we compared posters that were
rated low (Plow ) and posters that were rated high (Phiдh ) to see
whether human judgments are consistent with the ratings given
by the estimator. Our hypothesis was that the human designers
preferred the design of Phiдh to Plow (H1). In the second type of
comparison tasks, we compared the posters that are respectively
generated based on the design sequences produced by the VAE
(Pvae ) and those derived from random design sequences (Pr and ),
so as to have a better understanding on the beneft of using the
VAE-based generator to produce design sequences. Our hypothesis
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Figure 9: Left: the distribution of responses in experiment 1 under four comparison conditions. Right: the distribution of
estimator’s ratings on 180 posters generated by random design sequences and VAE-generated design sequences, respectively.
was that the participants preferred the design of Pvae to Pr and
(H2).
Study data. We collected 6 product images (3 from each product
category) to generate the diferent groups of posters (i.e., Plow ,
Phiдh , Pvae , and Pr and ) for the study tasks. For each product image,
we frst generate 30 posters using the generation model introduced
in Section 5, which gave us a total number of 180 Pvae . To test the
capability of VAE, we replaced the generator in our original model
to a random design sequence generator, and further generated 180
Pr and (30 for each product image) for comparison. In particular,
a random design sequence is generated based on the following
steps: (1) determining the length of the sequence m by randomly
sampling a number from the length distribution of the training
data; (2) randomly select a background cluster in the frst step;
(3) randomly select an embellishment cluster for each of the steps
of {s 2 , · · · , sm−1 }; and (4) randomly select a template from the
four layouts of the product and the taglines at the last step of
the sequence. The produced random design sequences are then
sent to the reconstructor and the estimator to generate Pr and . To
generate Plow and Phiдh , we analyzed the distribution of ratings
for Pvae and Pr and , respectively. As shown at the right of Fig. 9,
the ratings of Pvae range from 3 to 5, whereas Pr and have lower
ratings. Considering that close ratings (i.e., 3 and 4) may have
a fuzzy boundary and larger subjective uncertainties, we chose
posters that were rated 3 as Plow and 5 as Phiдh .
User tasks. For each product image, we randomly sampled four
posters with diferent conditions: a poster that was generated from
the VAE and was rated low (Pvae_low ), a poster that was generated using random design sequence and was rated low (Pr and_low ),
a poster that was generated from the VAE and was rated high
(Pvae_hiдh ), and a poster that was generated using random design
sequence and was rated high (Pr and _hiдh ). This gives us four valid
comparison tasks with controlled variable for each product image: two for evaluating the estimator – (1) Pvae_low vs. Pvae_hiдh
and (2) Pr and_low vs. Pr and _hiдh , and two for evaluating the VAEbased generator – (3) Pr and _hiдh vs. Pvae_hiдh and (4) Pr and_low
vs. Pvae_low . Therefore, we have a total number of 24 comparison
tasks for all product images. In each task, the participants were
given two posters (A and B) and were asked to provide an answer
using a 5-point Likert scale (A is much better than B, A is somewhat

better than B, A and B are about the same, B is somewhat better
than A, B is much better than A), refecting their decision on which
poster is better designed. We also asked the participants to explain
the reason for their choice in each task briefy.
Procedure. We recruited 18 participants (8 males and 10 females,
mean age 26.8) in this experiment. All participants are either students from design schools or professional designers in design companies. Each participant was asked to complete 24 comparison
tasks. The order of the tasks and the order of the posters for comparison were randomized. As a result, we collected 24 × 18 = 432
responses (108 for each of the four comparison conditions) and
their explanations.
Results. We categorized the responses from the participants by
four comparison conditions (as shown in Fig. 9(1–4)), and tested the
statistical signifcance in the participants’ preferences using ChiSquare Goodness of Fit test. For the purpose of understanding the
Likert scales for participants’ preferences, we collapsed categories
of “much better than" and “somewhat better than” to signify an
explicit preference, and preserved the category of “about the same”
to signify neutral.
We frst analyzed the frst two comparison conditions to investigate the designers’ preference on Plow and Phiдh . As shown in
Fig. 9 (1, 2), an average of 55% of the responses (119/216) exhibited
a preference for Phiдh (χ 2 (2, N = 216) = 68.58, p < .0001). Only
around 9% of the responses (20/216) indicated a preference on Plow .
These fndings supported H1 that human designers preferred the
design of Phiдh to Plow , which is in accordance with the ratings
given by the estimator. Moreover, we found the participants’ preferences are more signifcant when the posters are generated by VAE
(59% of the responses, χ 2 (2, N = 108) = 50.67, p < .0001) compared
to random design sequence (51% of the responses, χ 2 (2, N = 108) =
21.17, p < .0001), refecting a better performance of the estimator
in distinguishing good and bad the poster designs when the designs
are generated by VAE. Around 35% of the responses indicate similar
design qualities between Plow and Phiдh , which can be resulted
from the small gap of low and high ratings (3 and 5).
We then investigated the designers’ preference on Pr and and
Pvae by analyzing the last two comparison conditions. As reported
in Fig. 9 (3,4), more than 59% of the responses (129/216) showed a
tendency towards Pvae (χ 2 (2, N = 216) = 64.19, p < .0001). Only
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Figure 10: An example of posters generated with an orange
juice product image in experiment 1.
around 15% of the responses (34/216) exhibited a preference on
Pr and . These results supported H2 that the participants preferred
the design of Pvae to Pr and .
Feedback. We analyze subjective feedback from participants to
have a better understanding of the reasons for their choices. In the
comparison tasks between Plow and Phiдh , the most commonly
mentioned reasons for Phiдh being better than Plow include “no
layout overlaps”, “more compact layouts”, “more prominent product
image”, “embellishments / colors are more harmonious”, “embellishments are more relevant to the product”. For example, as shown in
Fig. 10, poster (a) and (c) that were rated low by the estimator have
signifcant element overlaps comparing to (b) and (d) that were
rated high. The feedback is consistent with our labeling guidance
introduced in Section 5.3. Similarly, the reasons for Pvae being better than Pr and includes “no layout overlaps”, “layouts are balanced”,
“the embellishments and backgrounds are more interconnected”. For
example, poster (a) and (b) in Fig. 10 that were generated by random
design sequences contain irrelevant embellishments (e.g. tomato
and famingo). The colors of embellishments and the background
image are also arbitrary and failed to match with the product image.
In contrast, the semantic of the embellishment(i.e., a slice of orange)
in (c) and (d) are highly related to the product image. The colors of
embellishment and background also matched well with each other
and with the product image. This result is expected because the VAE
is designed to predict design elements based on the arrangement of
previous design elements, which tend to result in more interrelated
design elements in VAE-generated design sequences.

6.3

Experiment 2: Turing Test

The experiment for evaluating the quality of the generated posters
consists of two phases: a Human-AI design challenge with 15 participants to collect posters for the experiment, followed by the Turing
test with 100 participants.
Procedure. In the frst phase, we organized a Human-AI design
challenge to encourage creativity by inviting participants to design
advertising posters. We recruited three teams of participants (each
with 5 participants) through an online procedure with one team
containing only professional designers (the Designer team). Each
team was asked to design 10 posters based on a given product
image and taglines. In particular, the Designer team was asked to
use graphic design tools (e.g., Adobe Photoshop) and online design
resources (e.g., stock photo, illustration) for designing posters. Each
participant in the Designer team was asked to design two advertising
posters, one for each product category (i.e., the Chinese seafood
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and the soft drinks). The other two teams were instructed to use
AI designers, Luban2 and Vinci , to generate posters respectively.
As both systems can generate a batch of posters based on one
product image, the participants in each team were asked to decide
the best one for their fnal submission. Also, to limit the infuence of
confounding factors, the two teams were not allowed to refne the
results by using editing functions integrated in the two AI designers.
All teams should submit their poster designs within two hours. At
the end of the challenge, 30 posters designed by the three teams
(Designer, Luban, Vinci ) were collected (as shown in Figure 11).
In the second phase, we recruited 100 participants, 50 designers
(26 males and 24 females, mean age 23.08), and 50 non-designers
(28 males and 22 females, mean age 24.82), to conduct a Turing
test using an online questionnaire. Specifcally, we randomized the
order of the 30 posters and demonstrated one poster to a participant
at a time. For each poster, the participant was asked to identify
whether it was designed by a human designer or an AI designer,
and rate the quality of the poster on a 5-point Likert scale from
“very poor” to “very good”. The participants were encouraged to
leave the reasons for their choices. It took an average of 10 minutes
for the participants to complete the questionnaire.
Hypotheses. Before the formal user study, we conducted a pilot
study with 30 participants to compare the posters generated by
Luban and Vinci . We also investigated literature regarding graphic
design basics [23], layout instructions [32], and color design [34] to
obtain insights on the potential diferences between Vinci and human designers. Based on the results of the pilot study and literature
survey, we form hypotheses as follows:
H1 The percentage of cases perceived as human (ρh ) of Vinci and
that of Designer has no signifcant diference (a). The ρh of
Vinci is signifcantly higher than that of Luban (b).
H2 Vinci can generate posters as good as Designer. Users give
signifcantly higher ratings to Vinci than Luban.
Results. To analyze the results of the Turing test, we defne ρh ,
the percentage of the cases a poster is perceived as designed by
a human-designer. A poster with a larger ρh value indicates that
people think the poster is more likely to be designed by a humandesigner. To estimate the design quality, we directly used participants’ ratings on each poster (1 =“very poor”, 5=“very good”). We
used repeated measures one-way ANOVA to examine if signifcant diferences exist among diferent groups, while Bonferroni
correction was used for pairwise comparisons. The normality of
the data and the homogeneity of variances were respectively tested
via the Shapiro-Wilk test and F-test, and the unsatisfed data were
transformed using the Normal Inverse Cumulative Distribution
Function.
We compare ρh for the posters designed by each team (Designer,
Luban, and Vinci ). In the case where the participants are designers
(Fig. 12(a)), the diference in ρh is signifcant (F 2,98 = 61.69, p < .01,
η 2 = .56). The Designer team had the best performance (i.e., the
largest ρh on average, M = .55, SD = .03), which was signifcantly
better than both Luban (M = .19, SD = .03, p < .01) and Vinci (M = .41,
SD = .03, p < .01)(H1a rejected). When comparing Vinci and Luban,
the diference in ρh was also signifcant(H1b accepted). In the case
where the participants are non-designers (Fig. 12(b)), the posters
2 https://luban.aliyun.com
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Figure 11: The results of the posters design challenge. The advertising posters shown in this fgure are generated respectively
by (a) designers, (b) Luban system, and (c) Vinci.
produced by the Designer team still had the best performance (M
= .55, SD = .03) and was signifcantly better than Luban (M = .26,
SD = .03; p < .01) and Vinci (M = .46, SD = .03, .01 < p < .05)(H1a
rejected). The performance of Vinci was still signifcantly better
than Luban (p < .01)(H1b accepted). This results showed that our
technique outperformed the state-of-the-art AI designer in Turing
test with ρh > 0.4 on average.
In terms of design quality, there was no signifcant diference
between Vinci and Designer. At the same time, both Vinci and
Designer can generate posters with signifcantly better qualities
when compared to that of Luban in all cases. In particular, when
all the participants were designers (Fig. 12(c)), Vinci (M = 3.08, SD
= .06) and Designer (M = 3.24, SD = .07) were signifcantly better

than Luban (M = 2.33, SD = .09, p < .01)(H2 accepted). When all
the participants were non-designers (Fig. 12(d)), Vinci (M = 3.47,
SD = .08) and Designer(M = 3.53, SD = .09) were still signifcantly
better than Luban (M = 2.89, SD = .11, p < .01)(H2 accepted).

6.4

Experiment 3: Evaluation on Online
Editing-Feedback

We also conducted a controlled within-subject user study to evaluate the performance of Vinci ’s online editing-feedback function by
comparing user’s editing efciency respectively with and without
the support of the editing-feedback. In particular, the study was
designed according to a task that was frequently performed by designers in their work – changing the size of a poster. As discussed
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Figure 12: Means and standard errors of each item (∗ : .01 < p < .05, ∗∗ : p < .01). (a) Percentage of cases perceived as human
by designers, (b) percentage of cases perceived as human by non-designers, (c) ratings on quality by designers using a 5-point
Likert scale, (d) ratings on quality by non-designers using a 5-point Likert scale.
in Section 3.1, this task can be time-consuming when performed
manually as all design elements need to be rearranged. 20 students
(4 males and 16 females, mean age 24) from a design school were
invited to participate in our experiment. Each of them was asked
to modify a given set of posters in the size of 420 * 570 into the
corresponding banners in the size of 420 * 250. The participants
were asked to only change the positions and sizes of the design
elements, while using the same set of design elements (e.g., background, embellishments, font-face/color) to maintain the design
style. Each user was required to perform the task both with and
without the support of online editing-feedback. To avoid learning
efects, we prepared two diferent sets of posters. Each set consisted
of 12 diferent posters. To ensure similar difculty for all tasks, we
generate studied posters using Vinci and set the total number of
used embellishments in the generated posters strictly to 4.
Results. We recorded the task-completion time and the number
of operations for each poster to measure users’ performance. We
employed the paired t-test with a signifcance level of .01 to compare
the means of completion times and numbers of operations with
and without the support of the editing-feedback, respectively. As
reported in Fig. 13 and Table 1, there was no signifcant diference
in both completion time and the number of operations when users
modifed the frst poster. As the participants continued to perform

Figure 13: Users’ task-completion time (left) and number
of operations (right) for modifying 12 posters in a series
with/without the support of online editing-feedback. Error
bars indicate 99% confdence intervals.

more tasks, these two measurements decreased dramatically with
the support of editing-feedback, while the measurements without
the support decreased slightly. Signifcant diferences remained
in both the completion time and the number of operations from
the second poster to the last one. Overall, these results indicated
that the support of editing-feedback could signifcantly improve
working efciency when changing the size of the posters.

6.5

Expert Interview

To further evaluate our system, we conducted a semi-structured
interview with two professional designers, E1 and E2. Both of them
had over 10 years of design experience. Before the interview, we
briefy introduced the design of our technique and demonstrated the
use of our system. The two experts were asked to use Vinci to design
posters with a given set of product images and were encouraged
them to think-aloud during the design process. After trying out the
system for 20 minutes, we carried out the interview on main three
main topics: the quality of the generated posters, the usefulness of
the technique, and the usability of the system. The experts were
also asked to provide some comments on the performance of Luban
compared to Vinci . We reported some of the comments below and
discuss others in the Section 7.
The quality of the generated posters. The two experts were impressed by the quality of the generated posters. E1 mentioned: “The
posters generated by Vinci follow principles of composition and design
guidelines in graphic design such as vertical composition and triangular composition. It is surprising that these principles are all presented
in Vinci ’s designs.” E2 was impressed by Vinci ’s ability to generate
matching embellishments: “The system is defnitely very smart! It
uses embellishments that match the product image, in both color and
semantics. For example, it adds fresh strawberries and ice cubes to
the product iced tea, even I did not think about it.” Compared with
Vinci , Luban seldom adds embellishments to the generated posters.
“The product may be more notable, but the poster can be monotonous
if the background image is plain, ” commented by E1. E2 further
added: “Without the embellishments, the poster designs generated by
Luban are more universal and not specifc to the product. The designs
are also more similar across diferent product categories compared
to Vinci .” Both E1 and E2 believed that Vinci has potential to
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Completion time
Number of Operation
Without Feedback With Feedback
Sig
Without Feedback With Feedback
Sig
ID Mean
SD
Mean
SD
p-value Mean
SD
Mean
SD
p-value
1 88.12
41.47
85.62
29.97
0.66
24.6
10.7
23.45
7.41
0.46
2 97.79
47
44.19
29.85 4.80E-05 29.05
15.49
11.7
9.55
6.40E-05
3 85.22
36.09
41.39
23.88 1.80E-05 27.45
14.48
11.6
8.48
6.40E-05
4 82.39
29.41
30.72
20.92 4.00E-06 24.6
9.33
6.45
6.4
5.10E-07
5 83.71
50.44
34.37
24.07 3.70E-04 26.5
16.47
8.25
8.23
9.70E-05
6 80.97
44.19
32.13
18.96 1.60E-06
26
14.85
7.1
5.65
6.60E-07
7 70.69
34.83
35.48
23.13 2.00E-04 22.65
11.75
8.65
7.85
3.20E-05
8 74.28
47.62
25.84
18.8
3.50E-05 23.65
15.49
6
6.32
1.60E-05
9
66.1
30.08
24.82
14.74 9.90E-06 21.65
9.38
5.75
5.49
9.50E-07
10 68.15
30.4
22.46
9.75
7.40E-06 23.1
11.75
5.5
4.32
3.70E-06
11 59.94
23.54
24.21
10.25 2.50E-06 20.05
9.69
5.95
4.9
3.90E-06
12 64.82
31.68
24.78
12.61 8.00E-06 22.9
14.76
5.85
4.56
2.50E-05
Table 1: Users’ performance on editing 12 posters in serious respectively with/without the support of online editing-feedback.
This table illustrates the underlying data of the diagram shown in Fig. 13.
be applied to real-world scenarios. E2 noted: “Vinci works like an
experienced designer, who arrives at good design solutions quickly. If
I’m tasked with designing a poster with the help of AI, Vinci would be
my frst choice.” However, E1 raised questions about how creative
and professional an “AI designer” could be. He said that “although
the poster generated by Vinci is aesthetically appealing, its diversity
is quite limited. For example, the embellishments are always placed
on the corners.” and suggested that Vinci should increase its variety
and creativity in poster design in future development.
System. Both E1 and E2 believed that Vinci was an efective
tool and its user interface satisfed the principles of “fast cognition”
and “efcient design”. E2 mentioned that “I enjoy using Vinci to
generate posters. It automatically generates hundreds of results with
diferent styles within a short time and I can browse to select the one I
like.” E1 thought that the function of online editing-feedback was
useful, “although AI generates a nice poster for me, I would still like
to fne-tune it such as changing the color of the text. It’s thoughtful of
developers to integrate Vinci with an editing panel.” In contrast, Luban
does not support making tweaks on the generated posters. E2 also
commented on the online editing-feedback and said: “we often need
to generate posters with various sizes to accommodate to diferent
scenarios such as advertising banners and leafets. This function
can be especially time-saving in this type of task.” Overall, E1 and
E2 felt that Vinci was a “powerful” and “efective” system, but
still had some potential directions of improvement. E2 suggested
that it would be better if the system can take more forms of input,
for example, the logo of the company. He also mentioned about
allowing users to upload their own design elements. E1 posed his
concern about applying automatic design generation techniques to
fulfll the work of designers, and said: “AI is increasingly lowering the
high barrier of becoming a professional graphic designer by actively
guiding creative processes. I would perceive it as a challenge for those
designers who might lack talents and skills.”

7

DISCUSSION

As suggested in our user experiments, Vinci is incorporated with
efective model designs, and is capable of generating advertising
posters as good as human designers in a short period of time. The

editing-feedback function also allows for modifying posters in batch
efciently. In this section, we discuss the limitations and implications of our work.

7.1

Limitations

In the following, we discuss several limitations of our system that
are identifed from the experiments and user feedback.
Data preparation. As stated in Section 4.1, the collected advertising posters need to be preprocessed before used for generating the
design sequences and training the generator. Despite that there are
some online resources for advertising posters in the PSD format,
it can take manual eforts to label the graphical design elements
into the background, embellishments and product image. This is
a major obstacle to the immediate generation of posters of a new
product category. A potential solution is to train a classifer with
the collected and labeled design elements for automatically labeling
the new ones, which is feasible because each type of the design
elements is discriminable with features of their sizes and positions.
For example, the background of the poster is often laid at the bottom and flls the canvas. The embellishments are often small and
scattered around the canvas, whereas the product image is usually
placed at the center.
System efciency. While the model can choose and arrange design elements for thousands of posters in only a few seconds, it may
take longer to generate the PNG image for users to observe due to
the time consumed in rendering process. We tested the efciency of
Vinci on a Linux server with an Intel Xeon CPU (GD6148 2.4GHz/20cores), 192GB RAM, and a Tesla V100-PCIE-16GB graphics card, in
terms of the key steps for producing a poster: generating design
sequences from the generator, laying out design elements in the
reconstructor, transforming design information into an image, and
evaluating the quality of the generated poster image. As reported in
Fig 14, the system has an approximately linear time complexity in
terms of both the number of the generated posters and the length
of the design sequence. The major bottleneck lies in the image
rendering process, which can be addressed via GPU acceleration.
Diversity. Some users found our system tended to generate results with similar styles. This is mainly due to the limited number
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Figure 14: The performance of Vinci in terms of time consumption: (a) the performance with diferent numbers of
posters being generated; (b) the performance of generating
a poster with diferent length of design sequence.
of training posters and design elements we collected, which can
greatly afect the diversity of the generated posters. For example,
most participants that stayed neutral in Experiment 1 explained
their reasons as: “the design styles are similar”, “the layout structures are similar”. This issue could be solved as we expand our
library of design elements and templates by collecting more posters
from more diverse sources.
User inputs. Vinci currently takes user inputs with a fxed form:
a product image, the product category, and the taglines for the
product, and Vinci searches over a pre-established element library
to select and arrange design elements for generating the poster.
However, as suggested by a professional designer in our expert
interview, designers may need to upload other images or their own
elements. This could be a future direction of upgrading our system.
Font-face design. Text is an important part of the poster and can
greatly afect the aesthetics, readability, and informativeness of a
poster. Therefore, designers usually spend serious time designing
fonts when creating a poster. However, our system currently doesn’t
support font-face design, which could be a future direction.
Copyright issue. Vinci system generates posters by selecting and
packing the collected design elements together. This may lead to
copyright issues of the collected design elements. One potential
solution is to incorporate a sub-generative model (e.g., GAN [11])
in Vinci for generating original and reusable design elements.

7.2

Human Designer vs. AI Designer

Our evaluation showed that human designer outperformed Vinci in
the Turing test while Vinci achieves comparable performance with
a human designer in design quality. As suggested by the study participants, their criteria for whether a poster is designed by humans
included creativity, uniqueness of concept, level of detail, visual
appeal, and harmoniousness. For example, one participant commented that the poster designed by Vinci was “too simple” or “too
universal” and could be equally applicable to other products. According to our expert interview, this issue also exists for Luban, and
is more obvious under the absence of embellishments. In contrast,
human designers usually fne-tune details (e.g., aligning text along
a curved path), which made the results more elegant. In terms of
design quality, participants paid more attention to criteria such as
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the use of a design element to enhance a theme, artistic merit, visual
appeal, and the composition of the poster. Given that Vinci was
designed under the consideration of these aesthetic criteria, it is
not difcult to understand why Vinci was rated almost as good as a
human designer. In particular, the participants emphasized Vinci ’s
ability to select backgrounds and the embellishments that ft well
with the product image.
In addition, the participants were also impressed by Vinci ’s
power on generating a large number of posters within a short
period, which “can never be achieved by a human designer”. They
believed this feature could be especially useful in the case where
the quantity of the posters delivered is more important than the
quality—for example, helping online stores to design and generate
advertising posters before holiday seasons.

7.3

Generalizability

As we have seen in both the quantitative analysis and qualitative feedback, Vinci was favored by a majority of users in their
design practice. They also expressed a preference for applying
Vinci to other graphic design formats such as infographics, slides,
and leafets. In fact, our approach can be generalized to other design
scenarios where design processes can be abstracted into sequences
of inner-correlated design decisions. For example, infographics can
be perceived as a sequence of overlaid graphic layers in a design
space of background, visualization charts, icons, and annotations.
Once the designs are transformed into design sequences, they can be
utilized to train the generator and create new designs in a way similar to generating advertising posters. The only problem, however,
is to identify the design space for a particular type of information
representation. Currently, the design space of advertising posters is
determined using a heuristic method, which may not be applicable
to other types of information presentation. To better exploit design
knowledge codifed within existing graphic design, a potential solution is to incorporate machine learning techniques (e.g., [9]) to
help derive design spaces from data automatically.

7.4

Application of Vinci in Graphic Design

We observed that our Vinci users are mostly positive toward the
automatic generated posters. They suggest that Vinci’s capability
of generating matching embellishments that decorate the product
provides a good starting point for poster design. It is feasible to
adjust these elements and add new ones on canvas for refnement.
Some participants expressed a desire for more intelligence in Vinci .
For example, participants suggested that Vinci can learn their design styles and transfer them to newly generated posters. On the
other hand, participants expressed their concerns with the application of Vinci in graphic design. First, although being perceived as
aesthetic, the design of advertising posters generated by Vinci lack
sufcient diversity in design style. For example, participants noted
that the current personality of our poster design is limited to modern and suggested that more personalities should be involved, such
as cute, futuristic, and vintage [44]. Second, the lack of controllability, comprehensibility, and predictability in the creative process
might provide a negative user experience, which is also pointed
out as limitations of intelligent user interfaces in prior research
work [13, 17]. Third, most participants agreed that Vinci is creative
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and could generate some unexpected design element combinations,
which poses a challenge for those designers who lack talents.

8

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present an intelligent design system, Vinci, for
automatic advertising poster design. To the best of our knowledge,
it is one of the frst research work towards applying deep learningbased techniques to generate poster designs. Given a product image
and text specifed by the user, Vinci is able to select design elements
to match with the product image and arrange their positions on
canvas to generate a poster with high quality. The user studies
showed that the posters generated by our system were rated higher
regarding quality compared with Luban, and achieved comparable
performance compared with posters created by human-designers.
The editing function of Vinci were also demonstrated to be efective
in improving the efciency of poster modifcation. Future work
includes overcoming the current limitations on diversity and fontface design, and extending the system to generate more complicated
graphic designs such as infographics.
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